Insider’s Guide:

Regulating junk food marketing online
How can we protect our children from junk food marketing in the complex
world of digital advertising? Our briefing offers a simple guide to online
advertising, big data, the culture of the digital industry and the latest
innovations in online advertising. It identifies the challenges to regulating junk
food marketing online and explores how a 9pm watershed could be effectively
deployed to protect our children.
Dan Parker, 29 October 2018, version 1.2

Introduction
How do we regulate the junk food advertising online?
This question keeps dropping into Living Loud’s inbox.
Our kids are glued to video channels, online games and
social media. Any regulation of junk food marketing
which doesn’t include effective measures for online will
have limited worth and could reasonably be accused of
being unfair to the traditional broadcasters.
Regulating digital is challenging and full of pitfalls. This
report offers a guide on how online advertising works,
the culture, the underlying technology and challenges it
presents to making it safer for our kids. It also offers
5-15 year olds spend around 15
opinions on how we might meet these challenges. It is
hours per week online, more time
based on my experience of 20+ years in digital
than they spend watching TV1
advertising. It is deliberately light on reference to
academic research and industry data as these are excellently covered in other reports – I have
referenced a few I recommend as essential reading for anybody researching this issue.

15 hours

In the first two chapters we’ll look at the role of data and the culture of digital companies – as
understanding these foundations get us to the root of this issue. We’ll then look at the formats,
structure and latest developments in online advertising and the challenges they present. In the final
two chapters we’ll consider the merits of a 9pm watershed, and how it might be effectively applied
to online, and then finish with a few thoughts on monitoring.
If you’re short of time, or easily bored, head straight for the summary on page 22
I am keen to help anyone grappling with this complex issue and who shares our belief that our kids
have a right to be protected from the marketing of junk food – so please do get in touch with any
questions or feedback.
About the author
Dan Parker spent 20 years working in the advertising and marketing of food, His clients included Coca-Cola, McDonalds,
Walkers, Cadburys, Tesco, ASDA and Sainsbury’s, his expertise was digital and promotions. In 2014 Dan was diagnosed
with Type 2 Diabetes. As he learned to manage his disease, he also learned of the crisis in obesity and the essential role
food choice has in both health and happiness. In 2016 Dan closed his agency and launched Living Loud.
Living Loud is charitable alliance of medical professionals, digital technologists and creatives to transform lifestyle
healthcare. It campaigns for reform of junk food marketing and to use insight, creativity and technology to inspire people
to overcome illness & live healthier, happier lives.
livingloud.org.uk
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Part 1: It’s a data thing.
In April this year we all winced as the US Senators stumbled their way through a soft interrogation of
Mark Zuckerberg.
So for this first chapter we offer a Senator’s Simple Guide to Data. If you know your Big Data,
Artificial Intelligence and Programmatic Targeting then skip right ahead to Chapter Two: The Wild
Wild Web.

Click here to watch the highlights
Let me first explain how, data operated back in the good old noughties. Websites collected data
about people in two ways – one was to ask (such as postcode or date of birth), which often proved
unreliable, the other was to watch. What did users search for? What pages did they go to? What
products did they consider? Ever smarter algorithms would crunch what they could learn from that
behaviour.
For example, let’s say you run a website - I visit your website and read articles about James Brown
and Otis Redding. You might conclude that I like music, which means everything from Rakhmanov to
Skepta. You might be a little smarter and conclude I like soul music which means everything from
The Spinners to Janelle Monáe. If your systems were good then you’d conclude I like classic
American soul and you’d offer me Sam Cooke, and finally you’d be right. With this information your
website can connect me to advertising, products, content or people who share my interests. This is
valuable to me as it helps me find the things I want and I’ll be more likely return to your website
more often.
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It’s also hugely valuable to advertisers and
retailers as they can target their advertising to my
interests and so reduce waste in their advertising
spend.
Your website would now have a field in a data set
for Dan Parker which ticked that the subject likes
classic American soul. The system only really
worked when the data was very granular and well
structured, after all I’m no more likely to buy
tickets for a Rakhmanov recital or the latest
Skepta album that anyone else. When you
multiply that requirement across the universe of
every subject and consider that new types of
music emerge, artists change styles, and our
tastes constantly change - it all gets pretty
complicated.

TARGETING = VALUE
The more precisely you can profile user data
the more effective (i.e. valuable) the
advertising is likely to be.

79%

of the £11.4bn digital advertising in the Uk is
programmed by software designed to target
users based on their previous activity2

Then came a new way of doing things, based on a very simple insight:

People who like the same things often like more of the same things
With this insight sophisticated modern digital business uses my preferences a little differently. As
before, through my action, I show interest in James Brown and Otis Redding. The big data crunching
machine will then look to see what other people who like James Brown and Otis Redding also like. It
would quickly conclude Sam Cooke, more precisely it would deduce with a high probability that I’d
like Sam Cooke.
Why stop there? The data might tell you that people who like both James Brown and Otis Redding
are also statically significantly more likely to like bourbon, Quentin Tarantino and want to go on
holiday to News Orleans. Step away from tech for a second - if all I told you was that I like Arsenal,
the old Star Wars movies and good quality French wine you could with a high probability correctly
guess my gender, maybe my age and my income bracket, right?

TARGETING EXAMPLE
Here is a simple illustration: if you’re on Twitter you’ll be
used to seeing these “Who to follow” recommendations.
Here’s the logic: who are the people you do not currently
follow which people who follow the same people you
follow currently follow.

Now, imagine your website had a thousand such statements of preference from me, and the records
of over a billion people to compare me to. Couple those with some awesome data processing power
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and you could quickly infer, to an extremely high probability of accuracy, pretty much anything
about me. Remember the more precise the targeting the more valuable the advertising.
Try going to Facebook and using the Settings icon select Activity Log, you’ll see nothing more than a
record of what you have done on Facebook – every like, share, follow and post, that is the data
Facebook holds on you – those actions give a preference profile of you which enables Facebook to
match you to all other people like you on their database.
So when the Senator from Nebraska asks how many “data categories” Facebook stores it make as
much sense as how many corners are there in a circle. Actually, that’s unfair; it made sense back in
the noughties, which is ancient history in internet years, but is total nonsense today. Of course
Zuckerberg knows what she means, and he knows the essence of her question, but note how he
does nothing to help her – she doesn’t “get it”…….we’ll come to that culture in our next chapter.
To conclude - Big Data really doesn’t know very much about us, but it has the ability to infer
almost everything about us to a varying degree of accuracy. The more data it has the more
accurate it can be – the more accurate is can be the more effectively it can deliver the right content
to us whether that be entertainment, information, other people or advertising.
What does this mean for regulation? Any modern digital business may not know that a user is a
child, but it can with a very high probability of being right infer that the user is a child and then can
choose not to show content or advertising which is inappropriate to that child.

WE TARGETING
“Targeting” sounds pretty scary, “Profiling” sounds Orwellian, but “Personalisation” sounds like great
service, they are, of course, all the same thing. Personalisation makes it easier to find the things we love –
think Amazon recommendations, Google search results, Netflix movies, or Spotify playlists. These are all
powered by the same systems and data as targeted advertising. Many internet companies bring us their
amazing services for free paid for by advertising. It is going to be there, it is going to intrude, and if it isn’t
targeted there would probably be even more of it and it would be less likely to actually be of interest.
Targeting is not the bad guy, it makes the digital age work, it is, as always, what you do with it that counts –
and actually it is so powerful that if used well can be a shield which protect our children.

Perhaps the most significance difference between tradition media and digital is personalisation. If
you tune into your TV or radio then you are seeing the same thing as the other viewers – it has been
cast broadly. Digital is narrowcast. On big websites, such Google, Facebook or You Tube, the web
pages are created “dynamically” considering the profile, preferences and history of the user, the
time of day, and whatever other factors the channel owners works into their algorithms. No two
pages served are the same. So, questions like “what is the age profile of the audience?” are
nonsensical as the audience is in no way a collective when it comes to the determination of the
content including the ads. For any page served there is only ever an audience of one, and if that
one is a child then 100% of the audience are children. This is an essential paradigm shift.
Let me now try to answer the number one question I get asked – do advertisers of High Fat, or Salt
or Sugar (HFSS) products use data to target children online? The simple answer is no, not directly.
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Facebook and You Tube do not allow people under 13 to use their platform, they do nothing
meaningful to stop it, but they do not know anybody to be under 13 and do not offer targeting to
anybody under 13. But..of course….it is more complicated than that.
Last year £3.39bn of online advertising was booked “Programmatically” (to put that in context ITV’s
2016 ad revenue was half that, and unlike TV ad revenues the programmatic revenues are growing
quickly). Programmatic is sophisticated, complicated and it is the present and the future of
advertising. In simple terms it works like this – an advertiser places some ads, they then analyse the
people who respond to those ads and then target more ads at people similar to the people who
responded. These systems also measure the effectiveness of different creative messages. This is
done at lightning speed, in real-time by complex IT systems under the wizardry of the data analysist
– the top data analysists are now the best paid people in advertising and their companies are worth
billions. A simplified example: an advert for Frosted Unicorn Flakes gets a better response from
people who like JoJo Bows and Disney’s Frozen, with a higher response rate when using an ad
featuring dancing unicorns. With this data the programmatic systems will automatically buy more
advertising to people who like JoJo Bows and Disney’s Frozen and will use the dancing unicorn
creative.
So, is this using data to target primary school age girls with ads likely to appeal to them? Strictly
speaking no, the data is being used to target people who like JoJo Bows and Frozen regardless of
their age or gender, but in effect the significant majority would be primary school age girls. The
important thing to note is that age isn’t relevant.
The programmatic systems also don’t really care about the website the ad is on or the content
around the advertising, or the general profile of audience for that website – it targets that single
user on that single access of that webpage at that moment in time based on their individual
interests. If I visits a kids website on my computer I’ll see ads which suit my profile and preferences
and if my 9 year old uses his iPad to visits the website I like he’ll see ads for his interest – the
environment is completely irrelevant.
This is a massive paradigm shift – the whole concept that advertisers target children by buying
advertising space on content which attracts an audience of children is a traditional media model that
makes less and less sense as digital rips up and reinvents the fundamentals of advertising.
Programmatic advertising targets products and services to an individual based on the profile and
preferences of the individual user not the content and audience of the website. Any regulation
based on the content or audience profile of a website totally misses the point of how online
advertising actually works.
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Part 2: The wild wild web
In this second part we look at the culture of digital companies, understanding this culture is essential
to understanding why and how this sector makes itself so hard to regulate. Let’s go down the rabbit
hole…

In 1995, bored rigid with print advertising I volunteered to join a small team launching The Times
and Sunday Times online. I’d never been online or even seen an email. Those early days were
exciting, bold and rebellious. Our masters didn’t “get it”, they thought we were all a bit sad and
geeky. We were mavericks, dismissed by so many, yet we knew that this emerging power would
change everything.
We revelled in their ignorance of our technology, their dismissal of our business models and their
inability to see the new dawn that was breaking. For many of us in big companies, we sat outside the
normal structures, processes and rules like teenage rebels living in an annexe; not quite part of a
family which just “didn’t understand us”.
23 years later that culture remains, the global digital corporations have worked very hard to stay
outside of jurisdictions, regulations and beyond control. They pay little tax, take little responsibility
for their social impact and dismiss with disdain the foolish questions from regulators and politicians
who seem to “get it” no more today than ever before.
The difference today is that these corporations wield staggering financial power, and previously
unimaginable influence over vast numbers of people. Facebook and Google are the most powerful
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companies in the world and Mark Zuckerberg is arguably the most powerful person in human
history.
How’s all that relevant to regulation?
The very nub of this challenge is the cultural resistance
to responsibility which sits deeply in the digital
industry, combined with a finely tuned skill of baffling
the grown-ups. This culture is the root cause of so
many of the ills of the internet, not just online junk
food marketing.
To address these challenges it is fundamental to
understand the issue of platform vs publisher and how
it is driven by this culture.
In traditional media newspapers, magazines and
broadcasters are clearly publishers of content. The
content is created by them, appears under their name
and they directly monetise that content by putting
advertising beside it. Most take responsibility, and
many have great pride in their high standards of
editorial integrity and compliance with prevailing
regulations and standards, all face the legal
consequences of what they published.

FACEBOOK
2.23 billion monthly active users
worldwide, 30 million in the UK
136,000 photos and 510,000
comments every minute3

GOOGLE
3.9 billion searches everyday
92% of all online searches in the UK4

YOUTUBE
Over 4 billion video views a day5
81% of all children aged 5-15
report using the platform (rising to
99% of 12 to 15 year olds)1
75% of pre-schoolers have access to a
connected device, You Tube is their
favourite.6

Alongside those publishers are the many companies
who enabled our access to that content – the printers,
the truck drivers, the operators of broadcast towers or
makers of televisions and radios. These are clearly enablers with no responsibility for the content
they deliver.

With the dawn of the internet the Internet Service Providers (ISP) such as BT, AOL and FreeServe
quickly established their status as Intermediate Service Providers (dumb pipes, with no responsibility
for the content and services we consume through their pipes). Fair enough, they do not create or
curate the content, it does not appear under their name and they do not directly monetise it
through advertising.
The internet famously “made everybody a publisher”. Social media was born, the web become
populated by content created by users (User Generated Content (UGC)). These social networks
claim to be just enablers, a platform which empower people to create and distribute content. As
such, they no more accept responsibility for that that content than the broadcast tower, the paper
boy or the ISP. Yet unlike those enablers, the content is presented under their logo, they directly
monetise it through advertising and they closely curate its distribution.
Therein is the heart of many of the unresolved challenges the internet poses to our health and
happiness. From trolling, grooming, flaming and catfishing, through to the inappropriate distribution
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of content whether that be advertising for junk food, alcohol or gambling, fake news, content of an
adult nature, or the extremes of child pornography and radicalisation – the underlying issue is the
same. The companies controlling and profiting from what we see take almost no responsibility for
what we see – our governments don’t understand how it works and politicians are terrified of
appearing out of touch.
As Andrew Rawnsley eloquently put it in The Observer
“The political class has reacted to the stratospheric rise of the tech behemoths with the
gawping stupefaction of a five-year-old strapped into the nose cone of a space rocket.”
Our government needs to bring the teenage rebel back in from the annexe by first giving it a legal
definition. We need to define a publisher of third party content and with that the responsibilities
and standards that we as a society expect them to meet. One of which should be to make
reasonable endeavours to prevent the advertising and promotion of junk food products and brands
to children.
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Part 3 – It’s an ad, but not as we know it
As Living Loud’s favourite academic Dr Emma Boyland so rightly said: "On TV there are more cues as
to when it's advertising - there's an advert break, there's a jingle - whereas digitally it's a lot more
embedded in the rest of the content."

Exactly, Emma, exactly. Online there are three kinds of media, and by that I mean channels by
which to promote your message.

PAID media

OWNED media

EARNED media

Adverts which you buy typically a banner adverts,
home-page take-overs,
ads in news feeds on
social media, videos or
search result placements –
the best way to reach new
people (see below)

Media properties owned
by the brand – such as a
website, app or social
channel. Owned media is
where brands engage with
their customer and
potential customers.

The holy grail, in the good
old days that meant PR,
today it is all about social
sharing - in marketing
parlance it is about making
your brand or product part
of the conversation of
people’s lives.

.

Earned media is the most valued as it carries the greatest influence.
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PAID MEDIA
Standard Online Advertising Formats

Banner adverts come in many shapes and sizes
and drive click-throughs to a website

Home page takeovers are used for brand
awareness

Newsfeed adverts can be image, text or video
and are designed to seamlessly blend in with
content

Video adverts typical appear before, during or
after content. They may compel the user to
watch the full advert or just first six seconds.

Search ads can be highly targeted to search
keywords, they are typically used to drive traffic

Full screen interstitial ads are typically found
during app usage on mobiles

The online advertising ecosystem can appear complex but it’s actually quite simple – there are
media owners/content providers and there are advertisers. Between them is a interlinked host who
provide data, technology or trading capability to make the system more effective. If you wish to
better understand this I recommend this market map from Improve Digital
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Owned media is simple, and powerful too – guess how many followers Coca-Cola has on Facebook?
If they send out a message it can pop up on the newsfeed of their 107million followers – that’s their
owned media reach – around the same scale as the TV audience for the Super Bowl.
If just a tiny percentage, say 1% of them share that content to their 200 or so friends (the median
friend level7) that reach trebles, and if 1% of those friends share it in turn…an on an on. This is called
the viral effect which can take one post to many millions of people at no cost to the brand . Even at a
modest sharing level this viral effect for Coke would be a media equivalent of adding an advert in all
of the top 10 regular UK TV shows to that Super Bowl audience - this extra audience gain through
the viral effect is earned media reach.
With a single Superbowl advert costing $5m and a single Saturday night ITV primetime advert
costing £30,000 you can see why brands are investing in social.

VIRAL MARKETING
2009: Remember the Evian roller skating baby?
Viewed over 100m time online.
Even today Evian only have 1.6m followers – the
power of the viral effect spread their message to
100m.

With such a prize on offer, and competition for people’s attention is so tough, it’s no wonder that
brands are investing in content designed to go viral, this is called Content Marketing, where a brand
creates content solely to push it out through social and see if spreads.

MONSTER MARKETING
Check out the rich stream of xtreme-sports, cool
tricks and the Monster Girls which Monster push
out through their Facebook page. This is
designed for young guys to follow and share. 26
million people follow their channel.
More examples:
Oreo – Ping Pong
Mentos- #lovewins
Oreo – Super Bowl lights out
Oreo- Laboratorium
Dunkin Donuts - #thedress
Red Bull –Space Jump
Pepsi Max – Test Drive
Burger Kings - Subservient Chicken
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Next up…. Influencer Marketing. Influencer Marketing is simply encouraging influential people on
social media to directly promote, or sometime more subtly slip your brand or product into their
content.

INFLUENCER MARKETING
Here’s one example, Joe Sugg, the hugely
popular You Tuber with over 8 million followers
shamelessly taking the cheque from Coca-Cola.
This has been watched over 2 million times
putting its media reach on par with the Jonathan
Ross Show, Formula 1 or Celebrity Big Brother.
More examples
Starbucks
Kellogg’s
Magnum

Product placement on YouTube can be more effective than traditional TV or cinematic placement or
celebrity endorsement because it is feels more natural and is founded in the strong personal bond
that connects a YouTuber with his/her audience. Oh, and, did you know that HFSS product
placement is banned from TV produced in the UK, but not online….hmmmm.
A report recently presented at European Congress on Obesity8 found children who saw popular
vloggers consuming sugary and fatty snacks went on to eat 26% more calories than those who did
not. These young and almost totally unregulated and unaccountable social media stars have quite
incredible influence over our kids, and it’s available to hire. Daniel Middleton from Aldershot,
otherwise known as DanTDM is was the World’s highest earning YouTuber – his videos had a
audience reach of 134m9 over the last 30 days and he earned $16.5m last year – that’s a bigger
salary and bigger audience reach than the top ten presenters on the BBC combined. Guess where
most of that $16.5m comes from?
The big difference with these forms of advertising is that while two-thirds of people recognise
advertising as a source of revenue for search and social media, only 8% are aware that paid content
can help fund social media and only 25% that endorsements can help fund blogs and vlogs9. This is
advertising masquerading as content….it get worse….
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It gets even subtler when advertisers turn to games (kids aged 12-15 are now playing games an
average of 12 hours per week, even 3-4 year olds are playing for 6 hours/week)10

IN GAME ADVERTISING
In game ads are built into the game play of the
game. They might be as simple as poster sites
inside the game world such this Red Bull ad: more

Some are more deeply integrated into the game
play. The online multiplayer mode of Uncharted 3
saw Subway meals and staff uniforms appear in
parts of the game's world: more

In the popular Farm Ville Facebook social game
players could visit a McDonald’s farm and collect
virtual prizes: more

Pokemon Go, which encouraged players to hunt
for virtual world Pokemon mapped to real world
locations was downloaded 750m times. In Japan,
McDonalds, partnered with Pokemon to position
appealing Pokemon virtual world characters inside
real world McDonalds stores, so players wishing
to collect those characters had to go into the
McDonalds restaurant; in the game these are
called lures. They were quite literally “luring”
children into McDonalds with cartoon characters
– so nothing new there: more
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Our final example….and this starts to get a little scary. This is from the world of tobacco, an industry
banned from advertising.

PLACEMENT
A recent report in the New York Times exposed that big tobacco
are paying online influencers to nonchalantly include their
products in their social media feeds and use industry hashtags
which subtly advocate smoking. Is the food industry using the
same tactics? Probably, do let us know if you come across any
examples.

These are but a taste of what digital advertising really looks like in 2018. For big consumer brands it’s
not just about banner adverts, search terms or simple video ads – it’s subtler, more integrated into
content, significantly harder to define and monitor and it’s innovating and evolving at an electric
pace.
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Part 4 – A 9pm watershed
Into this baffling world of rebel super nerds and rapid innovation where does the politician dare
tread? In this fourth part of our Insider’s Guide to regulating junk food advertising on digital we look
at the options for a 9pm watershed.

A recent report from Cancer Research UK14 proves that children who spend more than three hours
online are three times more likely to pester their parents for junk food and four times more likely to
spend their money on junk food. It is quite clear, based on scientific evidence, and simple common
sense, that this mass migration of kid friendly junk food advertising to online is increasing childhood
obesity. We urgently need to find a way to stop it.
The average British primary school child is safely tucked up in bed by 9pm15. Patently if we ban junk
food advertising on TV and online before 9pm then there would be a dramatic drop in their exposure
to this advertising.
The joy of a 9pm is in its simplicity – a blanket ban on the display of advertising for products and
brands high in fat, sugar or salt before 9pm. It is easy to understand for both audience and
advertiser. In simple terms we’d be fairly applying the same restrictions online as we are proposing
on TV and radio. It has well established precedent, could be monitored and enforced…. and, guess
what, the technology and business processes are already in place.
Any decent advertisement management platform can already restrict the display of adverts in a
location by a time of day.
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Look here is the setting on Ad Words, the Google owned tool for managing adverts on Google, You
Tube and the very many third-party sites which use their tech – it’s right there and super simple.

Here it is on Facebook and the many website which use Facebooks advertising platform

It’s there, in use today and could be in effect today with just a simply change to their terms and
conditions.
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Furthermore, all non-advertising content posted on to You Tube and other content sites already
need to be tagged for its properties before it goes live. It could easily be tagged as containing
promotion or paid placement of HFSS products or brands and so prevented from appearing before
9pm?
Finally, all advertisements which appear on Facebook, Google, You Tube, Twitter and their networks
are already vetted by a person before they are approved go live. Facebook has an army of 7,500
content moderators reviewing every advert, every piece of content reported by users and other
content identified by their increasingly sophisticated natural language and image analysis tool.

AD REVIEWS
Here’s the Facebook advertising review process, and
here is a list of all the things banned or restricted by
their policy and checked by their team:
BANNED

RESTRICTED

1. Community Standards
2. Illegal Products or Services
3. Discriminatory Practices
4. Tobacco Products
5. Drugs & Drug-Related Products
6. Unsafe Supplements
7. Weapons, Ammunition, or
Explosives
8. Adult Products or Services
9. Adult Content
10. Third-Party Infringement
11. Sensational Content
12. Personal Attributes
13. Misleading or False Content
14. Controversial Content
15. Non-Functional Landing Page
16. Surveillance Equipment
17. Grammar & Profanity
18. Nonexistent Functionality
19. Personal Health
20. Payday Loans, Cash Advances
and Bail Bonds
21. Multilevel Marketing
22. Penny Auctions
23. Counterfeit Documents
24. Low Quality or Disruptive
Content
25. Spyware or Malware
26. Automatic Animation
27. Unauthorized Streaming
Devices
28. Circumventing Systems
29. Prohibited Financial Products
and Services

1. Alcohol
2. Dating
3. Real Money Gambling
4. State Lotteries
5. Online Pharmacies
6. Supplements
7. Subscription Services
8. Financial Services
9. Branded Content
10. Student Loan Services
11.a Ads Related to Politics or
Issues of National Importance
11.b "Paid For By" Disclaimers
12. Cryptocurrency Products and
Services
13. Drug and Alcohol Addiction
Treatment Centers
Click here for details

So, they will pick you up on poor grammar, but they have nothing on marketing junk food. Surely, it’s
not much to ask that those reviewers also check whether the ads which promote junk food do so in
a responsible non-obesogenic manner and are set not to appear before 9pm.
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The technical and business processes are already in place for these large digital sites to stop the
display of advertising and content featuring HFSS advertising before 9pm, all that is missing is the
will to do it.
A 9pm watershed on the advertising of High Fat, Sugar, or Salt products (HFSS) is an effective and
proportionate measure which could be implemented at relatively low cost to industry. However, it
has more nuances than television and radio broadcast advertising.
We have four recommendations to make a digital 9pm watershed effective:

1

A 9pm watershed on junk food advertising should apply to all digital platforms –
websites, phone apps, games, catch-up, on-demand streaming, kiosks, Electronic
Programme Guides (EPGs), the increasingly sophisticated world of digital posters and
digital platform which have not yet been invented.

2

The burden of responsibility needs to sit with the advertisers, as it does with
traditional media. The advertisers have far greater leverage with the global digital media
corporations than the government; their money talks. Furthermore most of the junk
food advertisers in the UK have some form of legal entity within UK jurisdiction, so our
regulators will be better able to hold them to account.

3

The legislator’s job should be to define what we as a society demand of the digital
advertising industry not the “how”. If they get into the “how” they’ll get mired in
complexity they do not have the means to handle. These companies have the finest
technical minds in the world and almost unlimited resources. They can do anything like
this given a little time and a good deal of motivation.

4

The rule must be applied equally to content which is advertorial in nature i.e. social
media posts from HFSS brands and content with paid HFSS product endorsements –
otherwise the creative will move from standard online adverts to advertising integrated
into content. Far from creating an even playing field for broadcast and digital it would
notably favour digital. More on that in the next chapter.

A 9pm watershed on the marketing of junk food online is an essential next step for the Childhood
Obesity Plan, though any watershed which does not include these embedded marketing techniques
will not reduce junk food marketing to kids, it will just drive the advertising budgets to these subtler
more integrated forms of digital marketing.
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Part 5 - Meaningful enforcement
Whatever our legislators decide to do it will be of little value unless it is effectively monitored and
meaningful enforced.

This will require another paradigm shift from the old-media analogue model in force today whereby
an industry regulator takes complaints from the public, or those organisations concerned with the
issue, and then after some months of investigation passes judgement which requires any offending
ads to not be shown in that manner again.
This is ineffective and pointless in the digital age.
•

•

•

Digital is dynamic. Digital media is different every time it is served, and it varies from one
user, or one moment to the next– it difficult to prove what was shown to whom and when
as you’d struggle to recreate the same conditions and screenshots prove little.
The sanctions are analogue. At best the sanction available are based on a premise that
advertisers spend large sums on high profile creative which runs for a reasonable period and
so being asked to pull that creative would be a substantial costs and inconvenience for the
advertiser. As we have seen “advertising” in the digital world isn’t about expensive and
extravagant 30 second movies, or the huge costs of having to take down posters or recall
packaging– the creative is fast, fluid, disposable, personalised, ever changing. Asking a brand
to delete a post it made months ago, is a deterrent with no teeth.
The regulator is ineffective. It is my view, as somebody who oversaw countless online ad
campaign for junk food brands over 20 years and on three continents the CAP Non-
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Broadcast guidelines introduced last year sought to ban that which has never existed - the
paid banner or video advertising of junk food on children’s website such as Disney’s,
Nickelodeon or Club Penguin. It didn’t even try to address the reality of digital such as the
audience of one, programmatic targeting and embedded nature of much digital advertising.
The Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) is clearly either totally lacking in even the most
basic understanding of digital advertising or unwilling to curb the free reign industry exploits
to market junk food to kids online.
Here’s our suggestions for effective enforcement:

1

Regulation of online advertising should reside with OFCOM appointed regulator, rather
than the ASA, financed by an industry levy and governing a supervising code approved
by OFCOM. Phone-paid Services Authority, formerly Phone Pay Plus, which regulates
premium rate phone services is a better model than the ASA and far more effective in its
primary duty of protection the public.

2

OFCOM should build a technology solution which emulates the activities of children on
major websites, online games, apps and social channel or others properties it considers
likely to be offending. It would analyse and record likely breaches as they happen, which
then go for human review. This is reasonable simple tech, which could also be trained to
track and identify many other regulatory issues, as well as give our society a clearer
understanding of this wondrous but potent new world. Simply put - the speed, scale and
number of combinations of media which is created by machines requires a machine of
similar ability to effectively monitor it.

3

OFCOM should have the ability to first warn and then fine offending advertisers* and
site owners for breaches of the regulations. Furthermore OFCOM should have the
ultimate sanction to block access to websites and other digital channels through the UK
ISPs (see below)

* We believe that the burden of responsibility should reside with the advertisers as it does through
other media channels. Major brand advertisers have significant leverage over the site owners, they
generally have a legal corporate entity within UK jurisdiction and if they truly wish to be responsible
on the issue of children’s health then they need to demand the same from their media partners.

BLOCKING WEBSITE
The internet is borderless, wild and free, right? Well not entirely. Most of the UK’s internet traffic
flows through a few closely controlled pinch points, the ISPs and mobile operators. BT, Virgin Media,
Sky, Vodafone and a few others who connect most of us to the internet.
There already exists an established structure whereby a web domain can be blocked at ISP level. For
example, many of the world’s illegal file sharing sites, including The Pirate Bay, are inaccessible due
to a High Court order requiring the large ISPs to block access to the domain.
Why shouldn’t the government’s regulator use similar measures against a brand or media owners as
a meaningful recourse against repeat offenders. The highly digital-literate know how to bypass such
restrictions but for a major brand or media site being blocked for even one day would be a massive
deterrent.
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Summary
In 1962 the Royal College of Physicians called for a ban on the advertising of tobacco products, it
wasn’t until 2012, fifty years later that all the loopholes were all closed, and tobacco advertising was
finally effectively stopped. Over those fifty years those creating advertising found new ways to
advertise tobacco - as each loophole was closed the advertising spends just migrated to the next
loophole.
History is repeating itself. We believe that the net result of the 2007 regulations was just to advance
the migration of junk food advertising budgets from television to sampling, in-store promotions,
sponsorship and, above all, to digital – they never stopped advertising to kids – it just evolved.
A simple 9pm watershed applied only to TV will just accelerate the migration of that advertising
from highly-visible, UK-based, tax-paying, and generally socially responsible broadcasters to the
hard-to-track, off-shore, tax-evading and, frankly, responsibility-dodging, tech-nopolies. To only
apply rules to digital advertising which look like broadcast advertising will just accelerate migration
to the even more covert, pervasive and alluring world of social media and the unconventional
techniques we discussed in chapter 3.
Here’s our 12 point recap:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Big data doesn’t “know” much, but it can infer almost anything about anybody.
Most digital media is personalised to the profile, preferences and history of the individual
user – we need to stop thinking about the collective audience for a whole site and look at
the individual “audience of one” for any single page served. If that one is a child, then 100%
of the audience is a child.
Programmatic advertising targets products and services to an individual based on the
profile and preferences of the individual user not the content and audience of the website.
Any regulation based on the audience profile of a website totally misses the point of how
online advertising works.
Much of the digital industry has a cultural resistance to responsibility combined with a
finely tuned skill of baffling the grown-ups. This culture is the root cause of so many of the
ills of the internet and is best reflected in the matter if of publisher vs platform.
Video sharing platform and social media networks claim to be mere conduits of
information – platforms which enable others to publish and so they take no responsibility
for the nature of or consumption of that content. We believe that organisations which host,
curate and monetise content should take a measure of liability for that content.
There is a great deal more to digital advertising than paid advertising. Increasingly brands
are building their own digital channels or creating and seeding content into social media.
This advertising is harder to define, track and regulate.
There is a direct and proven link between exposure to online advertising and childhood
obesity. Children who spend more than three hours online are three times more likely to
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•
•
•
•

•
•

pester their parents for junk food and four times more likely to spend their money on junk
food.
If we ban junk food advertising online before 9pm then there would be a dramatic drop in
primary school age children’s exposure to this advertising.
A 9pm watershed on junk food marketing should be applied equally to all digital channels
including websites, apps, streaming services social media, in games and on digital signage.
The technical capability and business processes are already in place to limit the advertising
within a defined category to only be displayed after the 9pm watershed.
The current approach to regulation is broadcast and analogue and makes no sense in the
fast moving and personalised environment of digital, furthermore the ASA has proved itself
incapable or unwilling to effectively regulate online - we can’t afford to give them a second
chance.
We need a digital monitoring solution to a digital problem which can track and record
infringements as they happen.
We need a system of recourse which deters infringement and that means significant fines
and in the worst case limiting access to offending sites.

At Living Loud, we firmly believe that ever child has the right to grow up free from the undue
influence of advertising for products likely to be detrimental to their health and wellbeing – and that
needs to apply equally on traditional media, online, outdoor, in-store and on-pack. Here are our
recommendations for the effective regulation of online junk food marketing.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Define a publisher of third party content and with that the responsibilities and standards that we
as a society expect them to meet. One of which should be to prevent the advertising and promotion
of junk food products and brands to children.
2. Move regulation of online, including online advertising, into a new OFCOM managed regulator
with effective digital monitoring systems, meaningful fines and the means to block access to
offending properties.
3. Introduce a 9pm watershed on HFSS product and brand advertising on both broadcast and digital
advertising. This needs to follow the four criteria we have defined on page 18:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Apply to all digital platforms
Burden of responsibility with the advertiser
Requirements rather than method defined by government
Apply equally to content advertorial in nature

Recent research from Canada16 shows that Canadian kids are exposed to a staggering 5,772 food
adverts a year on apps such as Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter and YouTube. That’s 15 per
day. A staggering 97% of those were for products high in fat, sugar or salt. Online advertising is data
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driven, junk food advertising has proliferated online because the data shows that it works, and that
means it increases sales, and so drives obesity, ipso facto, it really is that simple.
Regulating digital is complicated; the digital revolution has created a paradigm shift in so many parts
of our lives, and it now requires such a shift in the regulations we use to protect our kids from junk
food marketing. We must not allow fear of that complexity to govern our actions – the stakes are
simply too high.
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